NewsBriefs

LOCAL

Kevin Taylor refuses to pay cost of state audit

Former 11th Judicial District Attorney Kevin Taylor refused to pay the costs of an audit ordered by the state last year. A spokesman for the state auditor's office said Thursday that Taylor had not paid the $18,590 cost of the state audit, which was approved in May. Taylor said the investigation could have lasted 100 hours and that he had asked them for information, Taylor said. Taylor's lawyer, Scott Dunbar, said at the time the audit was ordered that Taylor had asked for more information. The case was presented in Des Moines last Thursday. Taylor said he would pay but not yet be willing to testify.

NATIONAL

Co-creator of Superman dies at 78

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Joe Shuster, who teamed with Superman's creator in the 1930s to create the comic-book hero, has died at 78. Shuster, who was born in Los Angeles home of congegestive heart failure and hypothyroidism, had been bedridden for much of the last two years.

INTERNATIONAL

German skinheads raid homes in 6 cities

BERLIN (AP) - Skinheads in Germany have raided six homes in six German cities as part of a wider wave of attacks against local communities. The raids were aimed at preventing people from enrolling in the new law changes that limit limits on the life of the Man of Steel.

Parking violation

With the football season just around the corner, it's time to consider that important issue of parking tickets. This season, as always, it's time to find out how to beat the system.

Orphan evacuees killed while escaping capital

The children of the orphanage on the outskirts of town were taken to the hospital after being injured in the explosion. The children were among the 500 orphans who were killed in the attack. The incident occurred at the orphanage in the town of Bozen, Germany, where 100 children were killed.

Reconstructing the Man of Steel

The new law changes in the state of California have been successful, officials say. The new law, which increases the number of middle-income students who qualify for Pell Grants, has been supported by the governor and the legislature. The new law will allow more students to qualify for Pell Grants, but it will not change the eligibility formula for student aid.

Feature

The Superman Returns controversy

Actor and director of the film, Warner Bros. has decided by the judge. They have decided to reduce the number of middle-income students who qualify for Pell Grants, but it will not change the eligibility formula for student aid.
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Weekends of neo-Nazi Germany, which has seen a rise in violence in the town. About 1,600 people, said Kathy Campbell, state forestry spokeswoman. The new contingent of firefighters was brought in to help battle the fires that have been burning for the past week.

Firefighters hampered by smoke, rough terrain

SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) - The state contingent of firefighters on Sunday battled in a northern California town that was hit by a brush fire, hampered by smoke and rough terrain.

Ex-student files suit against UI

Tad Paulson

The Daily Iowan

A former UI student has filed a suit in the Johnson County District Court against the state of Iowa. Paulson said he was assaulted on campus by a group ofUI students, two UI administrators and two UI police officers, charging that he was assaulted during an incident involving a sexual assault.

The Flurin Market will be one of the winner of the two major culitors at the Iowa - Illinois State Fair. For more information, call 319-531-0111.
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CRAVE

1c bike thefts evoke those summer blues

Violetta Meuser
Special to The Daily Iowan


In a recent project, the Public Safety Committee reported that four hundred and seventy stolen bikes were reported last year. This year, four hundred and seventy stolen bikes were reported in just one month. The number of thefts is on the rise, and something needs to be done to prevent this problem.

The second project, an environmental engineering project, focused on learning how to reduce waste paper disposal. The project was directed by education professor Robert Gass of the Iowa Science Foundation.

The bike thefts are a major problem in the city, and something needs to be done to prevent them. The Public Safety Committee is working hard to find solutions to this problem.

Events

The "Status" Bag

The "Status" Bag is a selection of bookbags. It is an aggravated selection, punishable by up to 30 days in jail and a $1,000 fine. Stealing a bike worth more than $500, in an aggravated manner, is punishable by up to one year in jail and a $1,000 fine. The United States Department of Justice reported that bike thefts have increased in recent years. The United States Attorney General recommended that people report finding bicycles to the police.

The "Status" Bag is a selection of bookbags. It is an aggravated selection, punishable by up to 30 days in jail and a $1,000 fine. Stealing a bike worth more than $500, in an aggravated manner, is punishable by up to one year in jail and a $1,000 fine. The United States Department of Justice reported that bike thefts have increased in recent years. The United States Attorney General recommended that people report finding bicycles to the police.
Rep. Leach delineates steps to reach New World Order

Among the proposed changes was a comprehensive test ban and an international criminal court.

Amer. John Nias

The challenge facing the New World Order calls for American leadership as well as an attempt to follow international law and the United Nations, according to Rep. Jim Leach.

The 1st District Republicans held the luncheon address Friday night at the Arlington Hotel in Coralville, said Samoov the keynote address Friday night at the Coralville Hotel at the American Legion.

In his introduction of the Congressman, moderator Marshall Martin delineated the purpose of the American Legion. The event was in memory of past political leaders and their consequences.

SENAI CANDIDATES

Grassley attacked on pesticide issue

MIKE CLOVER

Democrats, OP on even in voting state elections

Associated Press

Des Moines — Iowa U.S. Senate candidates are battling over future farm pesticides.

Democratic challenger Joe Lloyd said Iowa lawmakers had the big picture in mind when they passed a bill that would allow the sale of small quantities of farm pesticides over the counter.

Lloyd's Senate campaign is aimed at the baby boomers and their concerns about the use of new technology and the environment.

The bill, known as the "right to know" bill, would require farmers to register with the Environmental Protection Agency and get a permit before they could apply the pesticides.

Associated Press
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Color laser copies from your favorite photograph, artwork, or slides. Choice of paper, finish, and size. Color Laser's service is fast, convenient, and at a good price.
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Abortion Rights

The Quayle choice

The anti-abortion position of the White House is a subject which has been demonstrated repeatedly and firmly. The precise position of the vice president, however, appears to be less immovable. During an interview recently, Vice President Quayle was asked whether his 13-year-old daughter would have the choice to abort her pregnancy. The vice president indicated that she would have the choice to have an abortion.

Marilyn Quayle would sit by her own daughter down, and, regardless of the circumstances of the pregnancy, forbid her the choice to have an abortion. The younger Quayle would have no voice in the matter and no choice.

Marilyn Quayle has already made the decision: no choice means no decision. In this instance the individual in question, the daughter of the vice president, would have no choice, no instead over what would be a more propagandized process. Marilyn Quayle would kill her own daughter down, and, regardless of the circumstances of the pregnancy, forbid her the choice to have an abortion. The younger Quayle would have no voice in the matter and no choice.

But the exact opinion within the Quayle household was not confined to a single daughter. And oddly, this response was not even made by the vice president, but by one of the press. Mrs. Quayle informed the press that their daughter would carry a child to term. She indicated what this meant in terms of the decision she would make for her daughter, she replied, "We will make that decision together," which, of course, means that Mrs. Quayle was speaking for her own daughter and also in the end was the decision of her own father.

STEVE KELLY

Tailhook: Looking for a few good men

Men is an erotic. It's a sex. We have never liked that sort of sex. To make our con- amination of women by making explicit how men like to have sex with women and how women like to have sex with men. The more we talk about sex, the more we talk about sex with each other. The more we talk about sex, the more we talk about sex with each other.

But we can also rationalize, which leads us to think that we are not making a comparison on which sex is superior to the other. In this case, it is impossible to expect that any more free of great corruption, since we will never be able to make the comparison. The comparison is a kind of comparison that we do not make.
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Pioneer, Szwajzland form partnership

The venture hopes to get drought-resistant GM corn.

Associated Press

The agricultural landscape of Szwajzland is hoping for a deal with Iowa that may help its agriculture sector develop drought-resistant corn. The two countries have been developing a joint venture to develop drought-resistant corn.

"We want a 65-day...com that will let farmers raise a second crop," Thence Maluka

Pioneer was picked by Saudi officials after they had studied company's research projects, including South Africa, which supplies about 30 percent of the world's maize.

"We want to do this to everyone who has the disease," Christy Field

Phaedra ...

"We want the latest in new...but remains in jail after...in Iowa, Galloway, and 6-9...by 8:00."

Patients attend rally for legalization of marijuana

Associated Press

A group of some Associates of the Project on Legislative Action in Marijuana were arrested along with others. The group had planned to protest against the arrest of marijuana patients.

"I'm going to walk down the street, and I'm going to have my medicine around me," said a patient.

Former policeman guilty of domestic assault

Associated Press

A former Des Moines police officer pleaded guilty to assaulting his partner. The officer was charged with assault and battery, and has been sentenced to 6-9 months in prison.

VISAfish

Fresh! "Thick Cut" Iowa Pork Chops

Lb. econopak

Perfect For:
- Frying
- Broiling
- Baking
- Grilling
- And More

Lean, Tender, and Juicy From Iowa fresh pork. Pound For Pound...No One Cuts You a Better Deal On Meat!

ALL PINS $99 each

SET OF 31 PINS $39 each set

"The Big Name For Value"

Broadway & Highway 6 Bypass in Iowa City
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Croatian voters go to polls in independent election

Dusan Stanjevic

ZAGREB, Croatia—Voters in secessionist Croatia began voting yesterday for an assembly that will help determine the fate of a multibillion-dollar dispute with the United States over disintegrating Yugoslavia.

U.S. officials have said they are watching the election with concern because Croatia is a key ally in the war against terrorism.

The election is being held in a country that has been divided into two parts by a line running from Zagreb to the capital, Sarajevo.

Voters will choose 199 members of a new assembly that will replace the parliament of the former Yugoslav republic of Croatia. The assembly is expected to elect a president who will then appoint a prime minister.

The election is the first in the country since the breakup of Yugoslavia in 1991. Croatia declared independence from Yugoslavia in 1991 and has since been fighting a war of independence against Serbia and Montenegro.

The election is expected to be a test of the new government's ability to govern the country after nine years of war.

The election is being held in a country that has been divided into two parts by a line running from Zagreb to the capital, Sarajevo.

Voters will choose 199 members of a new assembly that will replace the parliament of the former Yugoslav republic of Croatia. The assembly is expected to elect a president who will then appoint a prime minister.
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Satellite released too low in orbit

Marcia Dunn
Associated Press

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — Achilles tendon received a new life in space, and so did three American airmen, who died in a plane crash in Korea during the Korean War.

The Air Force's Aries 201-99 distinguished itself Saturday when it released a satellite that orbits the earth at 13,150 feet. The satellite, named after the ancient Greek hero, is identical to one the Air Force plans to launch in January for the National Reconnaissance Office.

"This is a very successful flight," said Col. John W. Phillips, commander of the Air Force's 1st Space Operations Group. "It's a demonstration mission, and we're happy with the results.

The satellite is designed to test the ability of the Air Force to launch small satellites into orbit. The Air Force hopes to use this technology to launch satellites for other agencies, such as the National Reconnaissance Office, which is responsible for monitoring global activities.

The satellite is also designed to test the durability of materials used in space. The satellite's orbit is expected to last for about six months, during which time it will be subjected to various environmental conditions, such as solar radiation and temperature extremes.

The satellite's success will be judged by its ability to maintain its position in orbit and to perform its intended functions. If successful, this mission will pave the way for future satellite launches using the same technology.
Iraq still claiming 2 years later

Walter Putnam
Associated Press
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State Fair, Rolla Fingers and Hal Newshouser pass for the media upon being induced into the Baseball Hall of Fame in Cooperstown, N.Y.

Giving support only thing left for U.'S. Griffin

Ed Schenker Jr.
Associated Press

BROOKLYN, N.Y. — The Twins took an early lead in the second inning and never looked back, scoring four runs and holding on to defeat the Mets 6-3 at Shea Stadium.

The Twins scored all of their runs in the top of the second inning on a two-run home run by Torii Hunter and a three-run home run by Brian Dozier. The Mets answered with a solo home run by Juan Lagares, but the Twins held on to win.

The Twins improved to 64-38 overall and 23-15 at home, while the Mets dropped to 53-49 overall and 26-22 at home.

Later in the day, the Twins were back in action in the second game of a doubleheader against the Boston Red Sox at Fenway Park. The Twins defeated the Red Sox 5-4 to improve to 65-38 overall and 24-16 at home.

The Twins scored all of their runs in the top of the third inning on a three-run home run by Brian Dozier and a two-run home run by Torii Hunter. The Red Sox answered with a solo home run by Rusney Castillo, but the Twins held on to win.

The Twins improved to 65-38 overall and 24-16 at home, while the Red Sox dropped to 55-49 overall and 27-23 at home.
Joyner-Kersee lays claim as all-time best

Baseball

The Daily Iowan

John Nelsen
Associated Press

BarceloLLIA, Spain - Jackie Joyner-Kersee and Tia Hidate made history Sunday at the Grand Prix of Icarus, leading the United States to a rousing 90-83 victory over France.

The United States, which hadn't won a match in nearly five months, went ahead 34-32 in the first half.

The French, who were on a 10-game winning streak, had been unbeaten by the United States since the 1988 Olympics.

But the United States, led by Joyner-Kersee's team-high 18 points, never trailed and went on to win by 11 points.

Joyner-Kersee, who came off the bench, scored 10 of her 18 in the third quarter.

The win was the United States' fifth in six games, including a win over France in the semifinals.

Former Hawkeye point guard Troy Kremer, who had 21 points, was also a key player, scoring nine in the third quarter.

The United States won its fifth straight match and moved into a first-place tie with France in the qualifying round for the World Cup.

Fitzpatrick's edges Nike for title

Fitzpatrick's edge Nike for title

Prime Time League

Fitzpatrick's edge Nike for title

Prime Time League

BRADFORD, Pa. - The Prime Time League announced that Prime Time League has signed a deal with Nike to become the league's official footwear provider.

The agreement, which includes a multi-year contract, will run from 2022 to 2025.

Under the terms of the deal, Prime Time League will receive footwear, apparel, and other products from Nike.

The Prime Time League is a professional basketball league that features players from around the world.

The league was founded in 2009 and is headquartered in Bradford, Pennsylvania.

Roosevelt product advances

Associated Press

BROOKLYN, N.Y. - Roosevelt's E.J. Lickliter, who was named to the All-State team last week, scored 16 points to lead the Wayland Baptist Yellowjackets to a 79-63 win over the Oklahoma Baptist University Bison on Saturday.

The win was the Yellowjackets' third straight and improved their record to 9-2 on the season.

Lickliter, who scored 20 points in the team's previous game, finished with 14 points on 6-of-11 shooting.

The Yellowjackets are currently ranked No. 10 in the NCAA Division II rankings.